
 
Filming Guide for Performers  

What essential equipment you will need: 

• Playback device (something that plays the guide track for you to listen to as you sing/play) 

• Recording device (to record your video and audio) 

• Headphones (you must wear headphones when recording. Wearing them with one ear in, and 
one ear out can help you both listen to the guide track and also hear yourself!) 

Also essential is: A recording of the piece to sing/play along with, called the ‘guide track’ 

Remember: being familiar with your part will make everything easier – so do have a good practice and 
have scores/lyrics you need to hand! 

A word on ‘devices’ 
We recommend using a smartphone as a recording device to make the video.  

The play back device could be: 
· A computer/laptop 
· iPad/tablet 
· Another smartphone 
· A personal mp3 player 

Settings – to get the best quality video 

OPTIONAL; If possible, an external microphone other than the built in one on your device will sound 
better if you have the means to connect it to your phone or computer. 

On iphone, go to 
● Settings> Camera> Format/ Then select 'Most Compatible' (rather than 

'High efficiency').  
● go to Settings> Camera> Record video, and choose1080p, or 1920x1080, and 25fps or 30fps 

(we do not need anything larger, or a higher frame rate than this) 

On android phones go to  

• Camera> Settings> then for 'front' or 'rear' camera (depending which you are using)  

• Click on 'Video size' and choose FHD 1920x1080 or 1080p if you have it, or HD 1280x720 or 
720p if not. If there is an option for frame rate choose 25fps or 30fps. (We do not need anything 
larger, or a higher frame rate than this) 



If phone/ camera has a white balance setting for indoor video recording, please use this to counteract 
indoor lighting. 

Environment and lighting 

Choose a room with as little background noise as possible. Try to avoid traffic, boilers, heaters/fans/
dehumidifiers etc. 

Try to choose a space with as plenty of soft furnishings such as sofas, curtains and carpets or rugs. 
Avoid tiled or hard surfaces such as stone, big mirrors/windows. If possible, lay rugs or hang duvets 
over the back of doors. 

Try to record in a room with as much natural light as possible. If this isn’t possible it is best to use 
electric lights that are on the cooler/bluer end of the light spectrum, rather than yellow. There are cheap 
daylight bulbs available.  

Please try to avoid direct light from a bulb, by bouncing it off something, for instance a white wall, or 
use some kind of white lampshade to diffuse the light if you can. 

Position 

Phone 12 - 18 inches away, slightly further if you need to get an instrument in.  

*Be aware of where your phone’s microphone is (usually at the bottom) and try not to cover it* 

Singers stay close to the microphone, do a few test recordings and try to ensure it doesn’t sound too 
distant or reverberant. Usually max 12 – 18 inches is a good distance for recording voice. 

Phone should be portrait, framing you from torso to head, without tons of the room. A plain background 
would work well. 

Avoid standing in front of your light source or you will be silhouetted. 

Recording 

Press record and wait a few seconds before playing the guide track so there are a couple of secs quiet. 

The guide track will have a count of 8 on it; you need to count 1,2,3,4, in your head and clap / tap the 
stand 5,6,7,8 to aid sync of video and audio. If clapping is inconvenient any percussive sound is fine. 

Please name your film 
Your name, county / region, which part you play / sing, 

Send using wetransfer to info@sounduk.net 


